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NEW QUESTION: 1
What action can be performed using the IBM Tivoli Directory
Server extended operation tool?
A. encrypt attributes
B. configure password policy
C. configure server for SSL-only mode
D. suspend replication
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
What should be the GREATEST concern to an IS auditor when
employees use portable media (MP3 players, flash drives)?
A. The copying of songs and videos on them
B. They facilitate the spread of malicious code through the
corporate network
C. The copying of sensitive data on them
D. The cost of these devices multiplied by all the employees
could be high
Answer: C
Explanation:
The MAIN concern with MP3 players and flash drives is data
leakage, especially sensitive information. This could occur if
the devices were lost or stolen. The risk when copying songs
and videos is copyright infringement, but this is normally
aless important risk than information leakage. Choice C is
hardly an issue because employees normally buy the portable
media with their own funds. Choice D is a possible risk, but
not as important as information leakage and can be reduced by
other controls.

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
You have an Exchange Server 2013 organization and a Microsoft
Office 365 tenant that are configured for hybrid coexistence.
Eight hundred user have mailboxes in the Exchange Server 2013
organization. Six hundred users have mailboxes in Office 365.
You need to implement a mailbox solution for the support
department . The solution must meet the following requirements:
All users must be able to send email messages to a dedicated
mailbox for support.
All of the users from the support department must be able to
log on the dedicated support mailbox and the email messages in
the mailbox.
All of the users from the support department must be able to
replay to the email messages sent to the dedicated support
mailbox.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation:
Shared Mailbox
Full Access and Send As

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
Regarding the OSI networking model and the updated TCP/IP
networking model, which statement about this scenario is true?
A. Model A is TCP/IP, Model B is OSI, Layer C is Transport,
Layer D is Internet, and Layer E is Physical.
B. Model A is OSI, Model B is TCP/IP, Layer C is Transport,
Layer D is Data Link, and Layer E is Physical.
C. Model A is TCP/IP, Model B is OSI, Layer C is Transport,
Layer D is Internet, and Layer E is Network Access.
D. Model A is OSI, Model B is TCP/IP, Layer C is Session, Layer
D is Network, and Layer E is Physical.
Answer: B
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